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'Monologues' discuss importa·nt issues

Remembering
Richard "Rick"
Thomas
Ill Mlcllael Brter
Editor-in-Chief

Max Crowell/ COLLEGIAN

Performers personalize their subject matters through the production of 'V-Day: Until the Violence Ends,' which has been performed on campus since 2003.

bV Hanaah Kovach
Staff Writer

On Friday, February 11, .the
Women's Resource Center presented the 9th annual production
of The Vagina Monologues in the
Soda Center.
V-Day: l.Jntil the Violence Ends
has been performed at Saint Mary's
since 2003, and the current cast met
four nights a week during January
Term in order to prepare for the
performance. Issues examined in
the monologues include, but are not
limited to, dating/ domestic violence
and sexual assault, healthy relationships, female genital mutilation,

human trafficking and the bystander
effect.
The introduction to the performance was a video describing the
journey the performers underwent
in order to prepare for the production. As they were introduced, the
performers, all clad in pink, black
and white, marched into the room.
Three of the performers then proceeded to list street names for the
vagina to comedic effect.
Highlights of the performance included the sweet 'Because He Liked
to Look at It', a story of a woman
who comes to love her vagina
through her lover Bob's love of her
vagina, heart-wrenching 'My Vagina

Was My Village', a monologue done ' ~unity Violence Solutions (CVS),
by two people from the perspective ·a community "dedicated to ending
of a survivor oT ilie Bosnian rapes sexual ' assault and family violence
in the 1990s, and the consistently through prevention, crisis services
crowd-pleasing "The Woman Who and treatment," as their beneficiary
Loved to Make Vaginas Happy". A for the funds raised through this
grand total of 16 monologues were performance. CVS was founded in
1974; since then, they have become
performed this year.
The spotlight monologue was renowned for the "wide variety and
called 'Miriam' , and was a tribute high quality of the services they
to feminist activist Miriam Merlet, provide." Such services include
who died in the earthquake at Haiti; prevention workshops for students
it was spoken through the voice of a and adults, a confidential 24-hour
woman mourning the horrific after- crisis line that responds to at least
effects of the earthquake on women, 10,000 calls for help each year,
and promised to make sure Merlet's and a clinical counseling program
efforts in Haiti would not be in vain. offering therapy to children, teens
The College has chosen Com- . and adults.

Grad School, career _not only options after graduation
Lasallian volunteers demonstrate importance of giving back to the community
Ill 111111111 Mlllta
Staff Writer

If the thoughts of getting a "real"
job or preparing for Graduate
School seem like the only forms
of cruel and unusual punishment
still permissible, then you need
to stop, breathe, and consider just
how perfect the idea of being a
Lasallian Volunteer could be for
you. Last Thursday night, current
volunteer Amelia Lewis and former
volunteers Denis Block and Kiera
Maguire presented on the ins and
outs of the program, which emphasizes the values of Faith, Service,
and Community.
The program "provides dedicated, well-trained volunteers for
one or more years of service to
schools and agencies [throughout

the US] whose mission is to serve
the poor" (LV Mission Statement).
While the program focuses heavily
on education, there are also opportunities for those interested in
other areas of service, such as social
work, program development, and
recreation leadership.
Each of the speakers discussed
how as a volunteer even the most
typical daily activities will remind
you of the core values of the
program. A job as a volunteer encompasses so much more than the
assigned position. Whether that's
helping out at recess and tutoring
after school or taking kids on field
trips, volunteers serve where they
are needed as a member of the
community. Equally important is
the focus on faith. However, this
is not to say that a volunteer has

to be a practicing Catholic or even
religious at all; all that is required
is openness to the experience. The
faith component focuses primarily
on meditation and self-reflection,
and the program welcomes members of all
faiths.
The program's application
process
is fairly
straight forward,
including
a written
application
consisting
of several
short essay Graduate student Denis
questions the Lasallian Volunteers
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followed by a two hour phone interview which allows the program
organizers to figure out which site
would best suit you. For more
information, contact the Mission
and Ministry Center.
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On January 27, 2011 , the
Saint Mary 's Community suffered a loss when Rick Thomas
passed away while on vacation
in Maui, Hawaii. Rick is the late
husband of Pamela Thomas, the
Assistant Director for Residential
Ministry. A Memorial Mass was
held this past Saturday, February 12 , at St. Mary Magdalena
Church in Berkeley, California.
The Mass was attended by many
of Pamela's current and former
students, including a number of
students from the Lasallian and
Santiago Communities, both of
which Pamela coordinates.
Pamela and Rick married in
1971 , and have lived in Berkeley,
California for many years with
their son, Richard. Rick Thomas
is survived by his sister Anne
Dennis, of Marshall , Texas, and
his brother David Thomas of
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
A retired executive with 40
years of- experience in business
management, project financing
and development, Rick began his
career in 1974 with a small Berkeley consulting firm providing
strategic and financial planning
advice to natural resource and
energy companies. From 1978 to
1983 the Thomases liyed in Butte,
Montana, where Rick managed
the Montana Power Company
corporate planning, budgeting
and treasury operations.
In 1983, Rick, Pam, andRich-

see THOMAS , p3

Academic Senate
discuss the core
curriculum of
college students
11111111111111111
Assistant Opinion Editor

The core curriculum and learning
outcomes and rationales are changing. In fact they've been in a state of
change for the last several years. The
UEPC (Undergraduate Educational ·
Policies Committee) and the CCIC
(Core Curriculum Implementation
Committee) have been sending revisions and updates of the learning
outcomes and rationales back and
forth in hopes of creating a stronger
and more accurate curriculum.
When prospective students arrive at Saint Mary's they receive
a course catalogue that details the
see SENATE, p3
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E INSIDE P
Seminar leaders propose alternate
repertoire for students
llJ AllthtlJ Gltll
Assistant Opinion Editor

Seminar is in a state of flux.
Saint Mary's faculty, specifically
Seminar leaders have begun meeting to discuss Seminar and how it
can be improved. Seminar leaders
were called in to talk about which
texts should be read and what
criteria should be used for picking the texts. Seminar's focus on
the western tradition; meaning
Plato and Aristotle as opposed to
eastern philosophers such as Laozi
and Han Feizi, has been called
into question by students through
student surveys.
The reading list's order is also

being challenged. There are two
camps on the matter, one side
wishes the reading list to remain
in the chronological order that
it is currently in, while the other
side hopes to create a reading list
that centers around certain themes
such as, "what is Knowledge,"
"what is love." In the chronological order each new Seminar text is
viewed in relation to the previous
text. One of the discussion topic ·
handouts raised the point that,
"the modern texts addressing issues most relevant to students'
lives are read last and least." It was
suggested that the seminar. texts
be organized in a reverse chronological order to hook students into
seminar by reading texts that are

STELLAR REPUTATION. DYNAMIC PROGRAMS.

"most relevant" to them.
The discussion turned to students interest in seminar and how
it could be increased . Several
Seminar leaders proposed offering
more context for the readings such
as: background information on the
time period referenced in the text,
author biographies, and student
testimonials on the readings. The
professors who are opposed to
more context in Seminar cited the
aim of Seminar to produce critical thinkers who form their own
opinions.
Some of the Seminar leaders
wished to amend the amount of
reading for Seminar. The leaders
are worried that students are unable to complete the readings in
a timely manner and are forced
to turn to websites similar to
Sparknotes.com for quick study
help. Seminar professors are worried that their students are neither
catching the intricacies in the plots
nor understanding their meanings
when they look to Spark Notes to
catch up on readings.
There will be more meetings on
the state of Seminar in the coming
weeks. Students are welcome to
these meetings and can find more
information on them through the
Saint Mary's College bulletin delivered via email.

SUPPORTIVE FELLOWSHIP•.
Kalmanovitz School of Education offers you an unparalleled
learning experience, focusing on your individual needs
and goals.
INFORMATION SESSIONS:

TUESDAY, FEB.15

6:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.

SATURDAY, MAR. 19

10:00 a.m. -12:00 p.m.

TUESDAY, APR. 19

6:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.

Filippi Academic Hall, 1928 St. Mary's Road, Moraga
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• Teaching Credentials - Multiple/Single Subject,
Special Education
• Master's in Counseling, Reading, Early Childhood,
Montessori, TESOL, Teaching Leadership
·Tier I/Master's & oOctorate in Educational
Leadership

KALMANOVITZ

TO R!YP: Clll (925) 631 4700
OR REGISTER ONLINE IT: WWW.STMIRYS-Cl.IDU /SOE·EVENTS
TO APPLY: WWW.STMIRY!-CUOU/!OE·IPPLY
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Crime Beat
8:05 a.m.
02/06/11
Incident: Vandalism.
Synopsis: Two large dents in the
side of college vehicle in maintenance yard; referred to Facilities
Services and Loss Prevention. ·
02/06/11
5:51 p.m.
Incident: Burglary.
Synopsis: Missing 32-inch black
Samsung LCD TV in Justin
Hall; referred to Community
Life.
02/06/11
10:23 p.m.
Incident: Battery.
.
Synopsis: Student struck in face
at Aquinas Hall ; referred to
Community Life and Moraga
Police Department.
02/07 /11
8:02 p.m.
Incident: Vehicle accident.

Synopsis: Auto vs. fixed object
by Filippi Academic Hall; referred to Community Life.

cated near front gate ; referred to
Community Life and Counseling Center.

02/08/11
10:02 a.m.
Incident: Medical Call.
Synopsis : Student fainted in
Dante Hall and transported to
Health & Wellness Center; referred to Coll!:munity Life and
Health & Wellness Center.

02/09/11
10:33 p.m.
Incident: Student handbook
violation.
Synopsis : Possession of marijuana in Guerrieri West; referred
to Community Life.

02/08/11
3:23 p.m.
Incident: Information.
Synopsis: Cruelty to animals dog locked in vehicle with no
open windows by the Soda Center; referred to Moraga Police.
02/08111
6:08 p.m.
Incident; Information only.
Synopsis: Student upset about
personal property being confis-

02109111
12:15 p.m.
Incident: Information only.
Synopsis: Suspicious person
pan handling in St. Albert Hall;
referred to Moraga Police.
02/10/11
10:20 p.m.
Incident: Information only.
Synopsis: Civil standby in counseling center; referred to Community Life and Counseling
Center.

- Editorial -

MICHAEL BRUER

A fresh
perspective on
Valentine's Day
ebruary 14 is a date on
the calendar that is feared,
loved, and loathed all at the same
time. According to the Greeting
Card Association, an estimated
one billion Valentine cards are
sent each year, making the number of Valentine's Day cards sent
second only to Christmas cards
(www.history.com). While most
couples use the day for gift exchanges, romantic moments, and
.reminding themselves of their
fortune, recently single men and
women just hope to get past the
day entirely. Still other individuals, who have been without a significant other for a larger amount
of time, hate to be reminded
of their lack of love; and thus
was born a rechristening of the
holiday, Single's Awareness Day.
But does a lack of a spouse
or significant other really demonstrate the profound lack of
love in one 's life? I would argue
that many of the Valentine 's
Day naysayers simply need to
restructure their perspective of
this romantic day. Sure, the roots
of Valentine's Day may be a day
for lovers and spouses, but that
does not mean one can't enjoy
the holiday for other reasons .
Take note of the love your family has for you, as well as your
close friends , and take the time
to thank them and show them
appreciation for their love on
this day.
For many, it becomes all too
easy to mope around and begrudge their supposed lack of
happiness on Valentine 's Day,
as well as to despise the happy
couples they see around them.
But if they can re-shape their
outlook then just maybe they can
realize that they do have love,
·and further, that the love they
have is significant, special, and
unique to them. So I challenge
all you single people out there to
reflect on your life and your relationships and recognize the love
and care that others have for you .
Valentine's Day does not have to
be a day solely for the enjoyment
of happy couples everywhere,
and to maintain such a negative
point of view about a single day
on the calendar is unnecessary
and a bit foolish .
So when you get past Valentine's Day and remain single, just
be grateful that you didn't have
to buy any heart-shaped boxes,
romantic dinners, or flow!!rs
for that special someone. The
money and time that you save
can be utilized to express your
appreciation for the other significant people in your life, and
help promote more love in the
world overall.

F
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SENATE: ·

Bobsledding on unmarked trails over break

Curriculum is
discu·ssed to
capture future
students

Iraq War Veteran and Saint Mary's student goes on epic trip .
llV IAlll .....
News Editor

continued from page 1
different majors and courses that
Saint Mary's offers. The learning
outcomes and rationales are meant
to hook these prospective students.
The outcomes inform future students about the education they will
receive at Saint Mary's. This is one
of the ways that colleges distinguish
themselves from one another.
The learning outcomes fall under the categories: Critical Thinking, Shared Inquiry, Written and
Oral Communication, Information
Evaluation and Research Practices,
Mathematical and Scientific Understanding, Artistic Understanding,
Theological Understanding, Social/
Bistorical/ Cultural Understanding,
The Common Good, American
Diversity, Global Perspective, and
Community Engagement. By graduation students are supposed to be
proficient in these categories, because the faculty of the college sees
these categories as being integral to
leading cultured and fulfilling lives.
The learning goals and the core
curriculum reflect one another so
that changes made in the learning
outcomes must be derived in some
way from the standing core curriculum. If a change must be made
in the learning outcomes that does
not have roots somewhere in the
core curriculum, say for instance a
new learning outcome states that
students will have had training
in formal logic by the time they
graduate. If there currently isn't a
required formal logic class in the
core curriculum then the academic
senate will vote on whether there
should be such a required class or
whether the language of the learning outcome should be changed or
abolished altogether.
The academic senate council is
currently meeting on a regular basis
.to discuss the latest revisions to the
learning outcomes and rationales.

While most students spent
their January Term break visiting friends at other schools,
being with family at home, or
hanging out on campus, junior
Isaac Morton spent his break in
northern Minnesota and Canada
on a week-long bobsledding expedition.
Morton, a veteran of the Iraq
war, traveled with seven other
veterans and two survival instructors. The group "broke trail" the
entire week: instead of following
marked roads, they cleared their
own paths by chopping down
trees. For the most part, they carried their 50- to 80-pound bags
with them or added them to the
200- to 300-pound sleds, which
were pulled by six to seven dogs.
"It was physically exhausting,"
said Morton.
In extreme weather, the military team spent their nights in
sleeping bags on top of tarps there were no tents. To expose
themselves even more to extreme
cold temperatures, they had to
jump into a frozen lake four times
in nothing but swim trunks. "It
was -30 to -40 degrees the entire

C o urtesy of Is aac Morton

time," explained Morton. "It's all
about doing things to push you.''
Morton reflected on highlights
of the expedition. On one occasion, he and another veteran
took too sharp of a sharp turn on
their bobsled - his partner simply
tipped over into the snow, but
Morton was launched six feet into
the air, landing waist-deep in the
snow; on_their last day, the team
built jumps on which they rode
the dogsleds on.
On his expedition, Morton met
veterans of the Airforce, Navy,
Army, and Marines. The trip was
organized by the company Outward Bound.

Need a Tutor?
Get one free at the
Tutorial and Academic
Skills Center
Filippi Academic Hall,
Room 190
Want to work as a Tutor?
Get a job at the
Tutorial and Academic
Skills Center
Email irpl@stmarys-ca.
edu

THOMAS: Memory of a devoted husband
continued from page 1
ard moved back to Berkeley,
where Rick worked for Crocker
National Bank, Wells Fargo
Capital Management, The Prudential Insurance Company of
America and Calpine Corporation. Rick retired from Calpine in
2010, after 11 years of directing
the development and financing
of a dozen natural gas and geothermal projects in the western
United States.
His military service included
the 101" Airborne Division and
instructor at the Army Ranger
School. He received a BS in Agri-

culturaf Economics from New
Mexico University, and an MBA
in Finance from
the University of
New Mexico.
Donations
can be made in
Rick's memory
to Central Asia
Institute: Stones Into Schools.
com, PO Box
7209, Bozeman
MT 59771.

Courtesy of Isaac Morton
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Are you thinking about going to grad school?

Have you already decided to go to-grad school, but have some
questions about how the application process works?
No matter what your questions are, please come to Grad School
Night to get your questions answered.
Attend up to four workshops on the following topics:
Admissions, Medical/Dental School and Law School
Admissions, MBA Programs, Education and Counseling
Preparation, Application Essays, Financing Grad School
Graduate School Exams, and Internships and Research

Hosted by the SMC Career Center - 925.631.4600

Tues d ay, February 15,
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Taco Bel I makes us ask: what's the beef? Tiger mom

A lawsuit stating fast food chain lied about meat content raises questions about industry

MATTHEW

E.

ZEIDAN

et's face it. Taco Bell is an
incredibly popula; fast-food
chain in this country.
With a store no more than five
minutes from our home at Saint
Mary's, it is likely that many students have made at least one late
night run to Taco Bell for munchies.
However, the Taco Bell Company
was recently sued over the possibility
that it has been "passing off mostly
meat substitute as real beef in its
tacos," says Carl Bialik of The Wall
Street Journal.
The California woman who sued
the corporation argued that Taco
Bell meat contains a meager 35% of
beef. This percentage is much lower

L

than the amount of beef Taco Bell ent. For example, the McDonald's these companies do have the right to
says the meat actually contains.
corporation says that they use 100% withhold some of their information.
Yum!Brandslnc.respondquickly all white meat chicken in their On the other hand, is this truly an
to the accusation and say that chicken nuggets.
ethical decision when they opt to
their beef is the real thing. Taco
What is more, even identical leave out certain nutritional inforBell meat contains
ingredients can pro- mation that consumers may need.
''88% beef, 3% added
duce end-products
The-problem that arises here is
water, 4% seasoning
that are different from one that it seems will ultimately go
and 5% other ingreone another depend- in favor of the corporations that are
dients, such as oats
ing upon th~ cooking running the show. In the end, the
and sugar."
process.
name of the game is competition.
ThedifficultyisdeAfter all this, Whether or not the consumers
terminingthecontent
however, many of receive the information they desire
of the meat once it
the fast-food restau- is not the immediate concern of the
is actually cooked.
rants refuse to list all ·greater company.
Upon cooking the
of their ingredients
Last but not least, it comes down
ingredients together,
to just anyone. As to whether or not the consumer
they are blended in
Domino's Pizza says, is okay with not knowing exactly
a way that proves to
C o u'1esy o f thewashingtonroast.com this is done to prowhat the content of their food is.
be challenging for
tect their information For some individuals, this will pose
food-testing laboratories to reverse from their competitors.
a serious problem when it comes to
the process.
"The challenge is numbers," says nutritional health. Others, however,
What is interesting is that many Domino's spokesman Tim Mc- may not even notice the commofast-food corporations claim that Intyre. "All our competitors want tion in the fast-food industry and
their meals contain the "genuine ours and we want theirs."
continue to purchase from stores
article" or 100% of the true ingrediIf numbers truly are the concern, around the country.

TACO

BELi.:

Egypt: A step towards anarchy or democracy?
Mubarek provided stabilityforthe country Independence promotes democracy
bV Thomas Morgan
Assistant Opinion Editor

in not just Egypt, but across the
bV Irvan Shaw
entire Middle East. Of course, this
Contributing Writ~r
author would also like to see an .
end to world hunger, violence, and
n 1979 Anwar El Sadat, who
overall human misery. Sadly, none
was at that time Egypt's presiof the above are very likely, and no
amount of awareness rallies and dent, signed a peace treaty with
informational meetings will change Israel. When he signed the treaty, he

rom Thomas Jefferson's
"Empire of Liberty" to the
modem day "War on Terror," the
idea that it is America's unique
responsibility to spread cllld suppo
democracy across the globe has
guided U.S. foreign policy throughout our history. Yet despite this
long-standing and time-honored tradition, we often sacrifice our support
of democracy for a pragmatic and
much needed support of stability.
In a world as dangerous as ours, the
U.S. needs stable allies; be it to fight
the expansion of the Soviet empire
as happened in the Cold War, or to
halt the violent global jihad which
plagues the world of today.
Allies chosen for strategic and
military value are very rarely the
shining example of democratic
virtue. President Hosni Mubarak
of Egypt was no exception. Then
:: _· ..·{ .:
again neither is King Abdullah of ·
Saudi Arabia, President Ali Abdullah Saleh of Yemen, and many that. This is the real world we are
other U.S. allies across the region talking about, folks. And it's a dirty
and the world. As so many quickly and messy world out there. Simply
point out, we do business will some put, sometimes we have to work
pretty nasty guys, and anyone who with one bad guy to get the really
tells you otherwise is flat out delu- bad guy. We're in a war unlike any
sional. But if you're skeptical about we've ever fought and lines, too, are
working with the likes of Mubarak more blurred than ever.
and Abdullah, one look our comIt's tempting-with optimism
mon enemy should quickly change and a hope for the future, however
your mind
na'ive-to want wholeheartedly
Of course, talking about Mubarak support these fledging democratic
is a purely academic exercise. He movements and revolutions. Howwas gone the first day the protests in ever, the extremism lurking behind
Egypt started and everyone knew it. - _these movements are what give rise
We should count ourselves extreme- eve!). more repressive even more
ly lucky that power now rests with dangerous regimes, like the Islamic
the Egyptian military-arguably the Republic of Iran.
one sane segment of that nation's
Mubarak, our ally, is gone and
society. And with a little more luck, most likely for good. We can only
the Egyptian military will continue hope that Egyptian military can
the policies of the Mubarak regime control the dangerous radicals
that matter most: keeping a tight lid such as the Muslim Brotherhood
on the extremism bubbling under · lurking behind the protest movethe surface of Egyptian society and ment. And we can only hope that
maintaining close relations with our other allies abroad did not
Israel and the U.S. notice how quickly our President
This author for one would love Obama threw Mubarak under the
to see a liberal capitalist democracy, bus ...

F
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Courtesy of US BI CEF College Cartoons

had only two years left in office, and
was replaced as Egypt's leader by
his own vice president, whom has
become a household name in recent
news: Mohamed Hosni Mubark.
While many agree the treaty
Sadat signed was a momentous
event, it was only a bright spot
soon eclipsed by what became a
thirty-one year autocratic reign.
Though Mubarak seemed to be a
peace broker and pragmatic secular
leader, his rule in a region rife with
religious extremism was nonetheless oppressive.
In the first few years of Mubarak's
reign, he enacted an emergency law
that severely limited the rights of
the Egyptian people, including a
ban on street protests, opposing
political parties and generally
speaking out against the government. In fact, the laws allowed for
the Mubarak regime to imprison
political agitators indefinitely and
without cause in order to quell political opposition. It is possible that
many of these political prisoners
were also tortured.

In addition to these human
rights abuses, the Mubarak regime
received U.S. aid in excess of 1.5
billion dollars for 2010 alone,
much of which was designated
specifically for the military. This
concentration on building a strong
defense force ·is counterintuitive in
a country where 20% of its people
live below the poverty line. The U.S.
seeks to support a "strong ally" in
a difficult region, however, at what
cost is stability bought?
Those who advocate strong U.S.
support of Mubarak cite reasons of
stability. Without a strong and D.S.
centric leader of Egypt, the nation
turns from an ally to a liability.
Instead of a nation where Islamic
extremists are repressed, Egypt
could become a breeding ground
for anti-U.S. sentiment.
Though stability is important,
it is our responsibility as people
with democratic rights to support
nations in search of those same
basic rights. As a nation founded
on and reformed by civil disobedience, it would be hypocritical not to
promote positive social change. The
transition of powe1 from President
Mubarak to a military council may
not be, initially, a huge democratic
improvement. However, it is evidence of progress.
Though the Egyptian people
have broken laws to affect change,
they have not resorted to violence.
This demonstrates the power of
an idea to peacefully unite people
working for democratic ideals. This
is not a revolution for the sake of
revolution. The people have not
been appeased at any point and
have been focused on continuing
to improve their country despite
ongoing hardship.
In the course of sixteen days of
protest, over 300 people lost their
lives in pursuit of a better government. Despite these hardships, they
remain active in search of a voice
for their political opinions, more
freedoms and greater opportunities.
The United States needs to support the people's decision to re~ove
a dictator from power who did not
meet their needs.

re-defines
'tuff love'

...............
Staff Writer

ince the much publicized
release of her book, Battle
Hymn of the Tiger Mother, Amy
Chua met with both scathing
criticism and surprising praise,
sparking controversy throughout
the nation. While her parenting
style possesses some major, obvious flaws, these flaws should not
obscure a key underlying validity
that some of her tactics possess. In
fact, psychological and cognitive
research findings effectively prove
that some of Chua's motivations
guiding her techniques are quite
iaudable.
However, this is not to say that
all of the methods Chua employed
in raising her two daughters, Sophia and Lulu, should be adopted.
From a common sense approach,
the use of threats, name calling,
and other forms of emotional
abuse are particularly harmful to a
child's development. These actions
also damage the relationship that
the child and parent share; along
with their emotional development.
During interviews after the release
of her book, Chua admitted to
regretting how certain situations
detailed in her book were handled.
Despite those instances, Chua
remains unwilling to make further concessions, such as the
techniques she used in raising
her daughters. These techniques
were derived from the same principles and values that her parents
instilled in her. Hara Marano,
editor-at-large of Psychology Today
magazine, provides evidence to
the fact that Chua was correct in
forcing her daughters to endure
strenuous repetition of tasks.
"Research demonstrates that
children who are protected from
grappling with difficult t~sks
don't develop what psychologists
call 'mastery experiences. Kids
who have this well-earned sense
of mastery are more optimistic
and decisive; they've learned that
they're capable of overcoming
adversity and achieving goals,"
according to Marano.
Chua assumes her daughters are
inherently strong; thus, she pushes
them to excel, where other parents
might stop or give up with .their
own children. While the extreme
nature of Chua's methods might
alarm those not accustomed to
the practices of a largely Eastern
household, her ultimate wish is
to see her daughters succeed. For
this "Tiger Mom," her two 'cubs'
success is a forgone conclusion,
if she pushes them hard enough.
More than anything, the book's
reception seems to reaffirm the
existence of a seemingly unbridgeable gap between Eastern and
Western culture. The two tradi-tions simply choose to place their
emphasis on differing aspects of
raising a child. This is not to say
that one is wrong and the other
is inferior, but rather that each
possesses its own laudable char- acteristics.
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Bright Eyes: soulful as ever Fashion Week
Oberst's project remains complex while exploring electronica shines in New York
llJ Tim C1be1

Contributing Writer

Fire) and into heavy production
that increases the volume and

the esoteric references, sentimental ·vocals, all of which paint pie-

•

llJ J1111111 lllusblnh
Assistant News Editor

Bright Eyes
The Peoeple 's Key

Bright Eyes' first new album
since 2007's Cassadaga continues
with Conor Oberst's transition
from acoustic Americana into
electronic pop that started with
2005's Digital Ash in a Digital Urn.
If you're like me, and fell in love
with Oberst's self-dismissive lyrics
and scathing political commentary, then you will dig The People's
Key. Just do not come looking for
early Bright Eyes acoustic guitars,
because Oberst insists the future is
in layered synthesizers and computer-engineered harmonies. Just
as when other great lyric writers
went electric
(see
Dylan),
the Bright
Eyes front
man will
push some
fans away
with this
album as
he reaches
out to the
pop community .
Th;lt said,
there are
great songs
on this album. Just
as other millennial indie-rock
bands have matured away from
their raw younger selves (Arcade

Designers bring out new hairstyles, layering

Fashion Week
is a key time for
designers to demonstrate
their
latest spring collections on the
runway.
This
week of runway
shows originated
in 1943 and at this
time, it was named
"Press Week" to
call attention to
the event. Last week, New York
Photo co urtesy o f s n obs mus ic.ne t

quality, he sacrifices pure energy
and true passion.

tures of massacres, of pets, and
(yes, of course) of Oberst's naked body. This is one
of the more coherent
and complex albums
released in the last few
months. And Oberst is
not wasting his time
anymore. This is for
the people: he is speaking for those without
voices; he is crying for
those without tears.
"What if this leads
to ruin? You've got
a soul, use it." The
People's Key is a highly
recommended
album for those with
taste.
Grade: B
Photo courtesy ofbloginity .com
Download: "Begin
But all the ingredients for a ner's Mind"
great Bright Eyes' album are here:

The Career Center is Going Mobile!
We are taking our show on the road three times a week.
Stop by and chat with one of our Mobile Career Experts.
You can find us from 12:00-1 :00 pm
Mondays - Brousseau Hall
Tuesdays - Library
Thursdays - Oliver Hall
The Career Center - BUG Hall - x4600

•

way. Many designers warm_ed up
the runway with chic layering.
The runway models at BCBG

Ph oto courtesy of sty leli s t.com

Max Azria sported elegant flowing gowns over thin turtlenecks. The look was made
casual when designers added
boots and a thin belt. Designer Richard Chai also incorporated layering on his runway
by mixing up clothing combinations. His designs broke
the rules since models were
wearing vests over jackets and
skirts over pants. Another
cute layering style spotted on
Steven Alan's runway turned
spring staples into warm fall
looks. Steven Alan created a
surprisingly chic look when
models wore sleeveless summer dresses over a button
down shirt.
Designers -ine-0rporated

a strange new style on the
runway that may become the new
going-out headgear. Jason Wu
had models wear cobwebby lace
over their eyes fo

Photo courtesv of s tvle .co m

Fashion Week swept through the
frigid temperatures of New York
·City. New York Fashion: Week
will be immediately followed
by London,
Milan, and
Paris.
The
event draws
in thousands
of people that
crave
high
fashion and
innovative
design. The
runway fashion, makeup,
and hair can
be used as inspiration for new styles in the fall.
Models in the Erin
Fetherston show sported a stunning new hairstyle. Hairstylist
Odile braided hair across the
head with a silver or gold cord
woven in for extra glitz. The back
of the hairstyle was rolled up and
in and pinned in a regal sort of

Photo courtesy of stylelist.com

ran innovative "masquerade"
look seemingly inspired by Gossip Girl character Blair Waldorf.
This style may be difficult to pull
off in real life but it surely created
a mystical look during the shows
at New York Fashion Week.

Photo courtesy of style.com

Fashion slaves were fawning over
the latest styles and many of the
designs will hit stores by next
month.
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Men's tennis sweeps past San Francisco

WBBALL: Gaels win two of three doubles

Gaels break even at 2-2 overall affer easily besting Dons
on the season.
the Gaels dominated the Dons and
The doubles · earned all six victories. Stepping
duo for Saint into the one spot for the .first time
Mary's included this Spring, Olivan overpowered
Maxime Olivan Decastro 6-2, 6-1. Norstrom did his
'13 and Gerald job at the five spot, defeating Bahri
Ellison '11, who and improving to 3-1 with a 6-4, 6-2
improved to 2-1 at win. Gavin Leon clinched the match
the one spot for the on court six with his victory over
season by defeating Alex Kotlyar 6-2, 7-6 (7-2).
their USF counSherif Hamdy '12 added to the
terparts, Germain Gaels' success with a victory at the
Bahri and William three spot, taking down Bucalem
Max Crowell/ COLLEGIAN Schumacher 8-3.
7-6 (7-5), 6-3. Tirelli followed that
The Gaels did suffer a loss on up with a tiresome victory over
1111 •1c11111 .,..,
court two, as Lucas Tirelli '11 Schumacher on court two 6-4, 6- 7
Editor-in-Chief
and Saad Benkirane '13 could not (3-7), 10-3. Saad rounded out the
Last Wednesday, February 9, outdo Richard Bucalem and Mark wins, finalizing the sweep with a 6-4,
the Saint Mary's men's terinis team Decastro 8-4. The team finished the 3-6, 10-7 win over Hartwig.
achieved a major victory in style by round of doubles play by securing a
The Gaels will be hosting two
sweeping the San Francisco Dons victory at the three spot, as Joakim non-conference matches. They first
to the tune of 7-0 at the Timothy '14 Norstrom and Gavin Leon '12 go up against Idaho on Friday, FebKorth Tennis Complex. The Gaels narrowly defeated Ola Bakke and ruary 18th at 3pm at Timothy Korth
successfully won the doubles point Jacob Hartwig 9-7.
Tennis Complex. The Gaels round
before going on to capture all of the
The momentum from their dou- up their play on the weekend by
six singles victories. With the win, bles victory carried over into good hosting Pacific on Sunday, February
the team gets back to .500, now 2-2 performances in singles play, as 20that2pm.

MBBALL: McConnell leads the way
continued from page 8

second half field goals - but managed to get to the line 24 times in
the second half and made 20 of
them, staving off a late rally by
the Broncos.
·
"You're not going to get many
style-points games at this time of
year," head coach Randy Bennett
s aid. 'EVC!rJ bodytarows-everyone.
... I knew it was going to be that
way, and our guys were able to
· get it done, so I was pleased with
them."
Senior guard Mickey McConnell - the favorite to win wee
Player of the year - had 25 points,
while junior forward Rob Jones
had 10 points and 16 boards.
Kevin Foster had 25 for Santa
Clara, who cut the Gaels 13 point
lead at 5:03 to play down to four
with 10 seconds to play. McConnell notched two free throws and
staved off any further comeback.
The Gaels then traveled north.
to face the Dons in San Francisco
in a matchup of the top wee
teams that didn't live up to the
billing. While the Dons managed

Team

wee Men's Basketball Standings
wee

Saint Mary's
San Francisco
Gonzaga
Santa Clara
Portland
P-epperdine
LMU
San Diego

10-1
7-3
7-3
6-4
5-5

to keep it close throughout the
first half, and tied the game at 36
a piece with 19: 12 to go, Saint
Mary's took control from there
and shot 66. 7% from the field in
the second half. McConnell led
the way - again - with 19 points
and eight assists, while Jones
added 18 and sophomore guard
Matthew Dellavedova had 14
points before fouling out in the
second half.
The Dons refused to give up,
despite the large defici't , and
played a pressing full court defense
in hopes of getting turnovers. This
gambit didn't pay off, and let to a

22-4
13-12
17-9
16-11
18-8
9-17
5-21
couple Gael highlights - freshman ·
guard Stephen Holt got the ball
and took it to an open hoop for
a titanic slam, and a minute later
McConnell, double teamed, found
an open Jones for a dunk.
"They have an identity," Don's
coach Rex Walters said. "They're
going to play their game. We're
not there yet. We're not mature
enough to understand that. "
The Gaels will travel to San
Diego on Wednesday with conference regular season title hopes on
the line, before returning home for
a Saturday Bracketbuster contest
against #21/#17 Utah State.

SOFTBALL: Gaels run faulters late

Max Crowell/ COLLEGIAN

Sophomore catcher Megan Smith and junior pitcher Kimberly Green huddle
in the second game of the double header. Smith had her second home run
of her career in -the 10-2 loss.

rebounds. Davis had a career
night, scoring 17 points in the
win.
Saint Mary's continued their
winning ways against USF on
Saturday. The Dons kept the game
close in the first half, leading by as
many as seven points. The Gaels
went on a 5-1 run to head into
the half down three points 33-30.
Again, the Gaels carried the
momentum into the second half.
Smith hit a three to spark a 15-6
run to push the Gaels up 49-41
with 12 minutes to play. Saint

Overall

-6c--~~~--~-------~:'l-11

1-10
1-10

Courtesy of smcgaels.com

Senior guard Suzie Davis had a career high 17 points in the 75- 70 win
over Santa Clara on Thursday.

lead to 3-2. But the Gaels could
not capitalize on the momentum .
and failed to score again. The fifth
inning proved to be the last of the
Gaels' luck - after junior pitcher
Kimberly Green allowed two
women on base, coach HanasethRogers replaced her with junior
Britany Linton. Linton then hit
one, walked one in, and threw
a Grand Slam to Pacific catcher
Amy Moore. The Gaels were
never again in contention and
game two ended 10-2 .
. The Gaels next outing will
be on February 22, with a
doubleheader against Weber State
and Portland State.

Team

Mary's carried the run to the end·
of the game to win 73-57.
Head coach Paul Thomas
said, "Every win in February and
March, when it comes to postseason play, you have to cherish
and value."
Tomlinson recorded her fifth
consecutive double-double with
19 points and 18 rebounds. Davis
had 14 points while Sophomore
guard Kate Gaze chipped in 13
points.
Saint Mary's travels to San
Diego next Saturday.

wee Women's Basketball Standings
wee

Gonzaga
10-0
Saint Mary's
8-3
Pepperdine
6-5
Portland
5-5
"'-'---"........- -4-6
Santa-€lar
LMU
4-7
San Diego
4-7
San Francisco
1-9

Overall

~

22-4
16-10
15-10
14-11
8-16
10-15
15-11
4-20

"Women's
Tennis fall
to #16 Ole
Miss, #23

Washington"
Visit www.smccollegian.com for more articles!

PLAYER OF THE WEEK

Mickey McConnell
Men's Basketball
Senior guard Mickey
McConnell had 25
points in the 65-59
victory in Santa
Clara on Thursday
and 18 points with
10 assists in the 8668 win in San Francisco on Saturday.
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Swing and
a miss for
softball in
opener

Go Gaels!

15, 2011

Title nears as Gaels

•

wi n~

Gaels best Bay Area rivals, win in San Deigo will capture crown

bJ Tho•s Cohan
Contributing Writer

A promisingly beautiful Saturday afternoon greeted the women's softball team for their opening
doubleheader. It turns out good
weather is not always good luck.
The two games played against
University of the Pacific, welcomed the Gaels back after a 3023 season last year but the Gaels
lost both contests, falling 4-1 in
game one and 10-2 in game two.
The Gaels only run in game
one was when the freshman Brittany Sabatini hit a double in the
bottom of the 6th. Pacific already
held a 3-0 lead when Brittany
doubled, and her sister, junior
Rebecca Sabatini, hit a sacrifice
fly to advance Brittany to third.
She then scored off of a single hit
by Michelle Mounts (Jr) . Pacific
managed another run and earned
the 4-1 win.
Game two fared no better for
Saint Mary's. Pacific again scored
two runs early, before the lone
bright spot of the afternoon for
the Gaels' came as Brittany Sabatini asserted her worth by tripling
to center in the bottom of the 3rd.
She later scored on a sacrifice fly
hit by Junior Amelia Mcintosh.
Not to let her freshman sister take
all the glory, Rebecca Sabatini hit
a line drive down the third base
line for a single, then stole second.
When Kayla Gonzales was hit
by a pitch, the crowd was on its
feet, anticipating a Gael rally; but
junior outfielder Michelle Mounts
grounded out to end the inning.
In the bottom of the 4th, catch.er Megan Smith hit a massive
line drive over the left-center
field fence for the first home run
of the game that cut the Pacific

SO FTBALL, p7

Courtesy of smcgaels.com

Senior Mickey McConnell had 25 points in the Gaels 65-59 victory in Santa Clara on Thursday. The Gaels are now only one win away from clinching a
share of the regular season title.

bJBrn•WISI
Editor-in-Chief

The Gaels are one win away
from, at the very least, tying
for the West Coast Conference
regular-season title.
Two tough road victories - an
ugly 65-59 defeat of the Broncos
in Santa Clara on Thursday and a
86-68 blasting of the secondseeded
Dons in San Francisco on Saturday - put the Gaels magic number
at one for the conference tie, and
two for the win.
The Gaels play twice next week,
and both are vastly important for
different reasons. A Wednesday

matchup with cellar-dwelling
San Diego would guarantee that
tie, but the Gaels will also host
#21/#17 Utah
State on Saturday
in the 2011 Sears
BracketBusters,
of which the outcome could become incredibly
important come
NCAA Toumament Seeding time.
If the Gaels beat the 1-10 Toreros in San Diego, they have two
home chances to guarantee that
conference title in somewhat poetic fashion in the following week.

First comes a matchup with the
former top dogs of the conference
- Gonzaga - and if the Gaels can't
get that one (they
defeated the Zags
73-71 in Spokane
earlier this season), they could
secure it with a
win over the Portland Pilots - the
only wee team
to have beaten Saint Mary's this
year - two days later.
If both Gonzaga and San
Francisco lose this week - Gonzaga plays at home versus Santa
Clara, and San Francisco plays

sw= 8668
~

at Portland before the two meet
in Spokane - and the Gaels win
against San Diego, their title is
secured, but the prospect of Gonzaga losing either contest isn't
something Gaels fans should hang
their hats on.
After squeaking out wins over
two struggling conference opponents, the Gaels regrouped
and took to the road against two
of the WCC's top four teams.
Thursday's 65-59 win over Santa
Clara was anything but pretty
- the Gaels shot just 37% from
the field and managed just seven

M BBALL, p7

Gaels earn comebac.k wins against Broncos, Dons
Saint Ma ry 's reaches second in confere nce with 8-3 record after t wo home victories
bJ Calllll Gl'IV8S81
Staff Writer

Saint Mary's mustered two
come-from-behind wins to sweep
their Bay Area riva1s last week.
The Gaels fought back from
a 15-point deficit to beat the
Santa Clara Broncos 75-70, on
Thursday, and overcame a three
point deficit at halftime to defeat
USF, 73-57 on Saturday.
With the victories, Saint
Mary's takes full possession of
second place. Pepperdine's two
losses to their northwest rivals
places them two full games behind
Saint Mary's in the standings.
The Gaels opened the game
against SCU down 2-15. Junior
guard Alex Carbonel sparked a

run which included two buckets, their move until ten minutes left in
a steal, and a drawn foul to put the game. Redshirt junior Smith,
the Gaels within four points, 11- Tomlinson and Gaze hit buckets
15 with about 13 minutes to play. to cut the lead to one, 50-51. From
Santa Clara responded with a that point on, the Gaels remained
run of their own, - - - - - - - - - - - - in control and
rebuilding the
maintained the
lead to 15 at 19lead, taking the
· 34 with 3:24 to
game 75-70.
go. Saint Mary's
•
Smith led all
scored the final
scorers with 21
seven points .._
points, all of
behind senior
-=
them coming in
guard Suzie
the second half.
Davis and senior forward Louella "My team needed me and we
Tomlinson to cut the lead to nine needed to refocus . The team
at halftime, 25-34.
support really helped me," Smith
The late half rally sent the said of her second half success.
Gaels into the locker room with
Tomlinson notched a doublemomentum that they maintained double with 16 points arid 15
in the second half. The Gaels kept
the deficit close but did not make WBBALL, p7
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73

57
__________
__

Courtest of smcgaels.com

Jun ior guard Alex Carbone! had six points and four assists in the 73-57 win
over San Francisco on Saturday.
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